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2nd Sunday of the Year



Welcome to Fairytale Cottage in Reception!



In response to the story of the 
week the children are 

exploring porridge oats. 

“Me and my daddy eat 
porridge!” 

“This looks like sand!” 
“The three bears eat porridge!”

“My Nana likes porridge!”



Nursery have also  been retelling and exploring  the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. 
“Let’s try daddy bears porridge. It’s too hot! Let’s try mummy bear’s porridge…yum yum 

yum. It’s too cold, yuck!” “Once there were three bears…”…and using sponges to fill 
different sized beakers whilst developing muscle strength. 



Responding to a  new 
experience presented this 
morning  ‘Water Marbles’. 

“They keep slipping through 
my fingers!” 

“Look…this isn’t round!” 
“I got lots.”

High levels of involvement.



Exploring music and movement 
in PE, including dance finishing 

poses



Y3 investigated what happens to a shadow when the object is at 
different distances from its light source. 

They also  practised subtraction, regrouping and extracting ones then 
moved on to subtracting multiples of 10 from 3-digit numbers. 



Making different 
size bowls for the 

Three Bears.

“That’s small, 
that’s medium and 
that’s the biggest”.



WEDNESDAY WELLIE WALK 
Exploring God’s wonderful 
world on a cold and frosty 

morning. 
“Stamp, stamp…stomp, 

stomp!” “Frosty leaf!” “Icy!”



WEDNESDAY WORD 
ASSEMBLY

Not a miracle in Mr. White’s office just a 
trick … but it helped us to understand the 

theme of joy in this weekend’s Gospel



Year 2 helping 
each other to

find out about sharks. 
Did you know sharks have 
some of the strongest jaws 

in the animal kingdom?



Reception are super busy 
doing phonics and so proud 

of how well we can write our 
letters and spell CVC and 

tricky words.



A debate in Y3  about why we thought Stonehenge was built. 
Based on the evidence we voted it was a place of healing.



Year 5  have been looking at synonyms. 
It’s been fun to use our thesaurus to help us.



In Year One, doubling and halving 
has been the theme for the week 

in Maths. 
The children have enjoyed 

investigating numbers using a 
range of resources! 



YEAR 3 HAVE STARTED THEIR NEW RE TOPIC 'RECONCILIATION’
We talked about choices we make, good or bad, and ways we can make our choices better.

One of those was W.W.J.D. ( What Would Jesus Do?) 
We made wrist bands to help with our choices and we know Mrs Sherry will enjoy seeing them.



Role playing 
story time 
with the 

book 
“Goldilocks 
and Just the 
One Bear”.



Year Six are using 
Chrome Books and 

iPads to research the 
history of Stevenage.



Learning about electrical circuits in Year Six.



ONLINE 
SAFETY

Year 2 following 
the online digital 
footprints of a girl 
called Penelope



Story maps in Year One to 
retell the story of The Three 

Little Pigs.



In connection with our story, The Three Little Pigs, the Year 
One children designed and built houses using different 

materials. 



Having an idea in mind 
(recalling a strategy an 

adult modelled last 
week), a bigger circle 

was needed. 

“It’s daddy bear!” 



We were also talking about 
the shapes. 

“It’s a big circle!” 
“I’ve got three circles!” 



Exploring and 
investigating magnets 
in Nursery ... and LOTS 

of birthdays!



Paper Weaving in Year 2



A huge 'thank 
you' to a 

generous family 
that sent these 

into school. 
They are very 

much 
appreciated.



Please 
read and 

reflect 
upon 

today’s 
gospel 

together


